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ABSTRACT

A climatology of tropospheric inertial instability is constructed using the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanal-

ysis at 250, 500, and 850 hPa. For each level, two criteria are used. The

first criterion is the traditional criterion of absolute vorticity that is opposite

in sign to the local Coriolis parameter. The second criterion, referred to as the

gradient criterion, is the traditional criterion with an added term incorporating

flow curvature. Both criteria show that instability, on all pressure levels, oc-

curs most frequently in the tropics and decreases toward the poles. Compared

to the traditional criterion, the gradient criterion diagnoses instability much

more frequently outside the tropics and less frequently near the equator. The

global distribution of inertial instability also shows many local maxima in the

occurrence of instability. A sample of these local maxima are investigated

further by constructing composites of the synoptic-scale flow associated with

instability. The composites show that instability occurs in association with

cross-equatorial flow in the North Atlantic Ocean, the Somali jet, tip jets off

northern Madagascar, the western Pacific subtropical high, gap winds across

Central America, upper-level ridging over western North America, and the

North Atlantic polar jet. Furthermore, relatively long-lived synoptic-scale re-

gions of instability are found within the midlatitude jet streams.
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1. Introduction29

Inertial instability is a state of the atmosphere representing an imbalance between the horizontal30

pressure-gradient, Coriolis, and centrifugal forces acting on an air parcel. Such a state is closely31

related to the centrifugal instability of a flow between rotating cylinders, where instability is diag-32

nosed when the angular momentum decreases radially outward (Rayleigh 1917). In the meteoro-33

logical context, this angular momentum criterion corresponds to a flow with absolute vorticity that34

is opposite in sign to the local Coriolis parameter (van Mieghem 1951).35

Given this criterion, previous studies have argued that the anticyclonic-shear side of jet streams36

may be prone to inertial instability. For example, Schaefer and Hubert (1955) claimed that37

“synoptic-experience” reveals that the absolute vorticity is frequently negative on the anticyclonic-38

shear side of upper-level jet streams in the Northern Hemisphere. Although Mogil and Holle39

(1972, 1974) reported finding inertial instability on the anticyclonic-shear side of a subtropical jet40

stream, Leary (1974) questioned whether the data they used was of sufficient resolution to make41

this claim. In contrast, Blumen and Washington (1969) contended, on theoretical grounds, that42

inertial instability “should be rare, if it exists at all in the atmosphere.” In addition, Holton (1972,43

p. 186) stated that, “Observations indicate that on the synoptic scale the absolute vorticity is nearly44

always positive.” Subsequent editions of Holton’s textbook further stated that “for extratropical45

synoptic-scale systems the flow is always inertially stable, although near neutrality often occurs46

on the anticyclonic-shear side of upper-level jet streaks” (e.g., Holton and Hakim 2012, p. 151).47

Thus, the existence of inertial instability in the troposphere has historically been a contested issue.48

However, the contemporary literature shows that inertial instability does occur in the troposphere49

and that it may favor the development of mesoscale convective systems (Emanuel 1979; Blanchard50

et al. 1998; Koch et al. 1998; Coniglio et al. 2010). For example, in a case study from the PRE-51
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STORM field campaign, Blanchard et al. (1998) described the initiation of a mesoscale convective52

storm during 12–13 May 1985 over Oklahoma and Kansas associated with a region of upper-level53

inertial instability with a horizontal extent of approximately 350 km. They argued that horizontal54

accelerations associated with the release of inertial instability enhanced upper-level divergence,55

and the associated ascent intensified convection. Inertial instability has also been suggested to fa-56

cilitate the organization of banded precipitation. For example, Schultz and Knox (2007) suggested57

that the release of 600-hPa inertial instability, as detected in Rapid Update Cycle analyses, may58

have contributed to the organization of rainbands observed over the Dakotas. In another example,59

Schumacher et al. (2010, 2015) diagnosed inertial instability that formed on the anticyclonic-shear60

side of a midlevel jet streak during the initiation of convective snowbands. Although these snow-61

bands caused 71 mm of snowfall, they were not predicted by operational forecast models. The62

occurrence of inertial instability along the anticyclonic shear-side of an upper-level jet has also63

been detailed by Ciesielski et al. (1989), who proposed that the instability was responsible for the64

propogation of “cloud wavelets”, as seen in satellite imagery.65

Even though these studies only illustrate individual occurrences of instability, its existence has66

also been shown in long-term studies. In one such study, Schumacher and Schultz (2001) con-67

structed a climatology of 250-hPa inertial instability poleward of 30◦N during 1966–1994 using68

gridded geopotential height from the National Meteorological Center (now the National Center for69

Environmental Prediction). Instability occurred most frequently in the subtropics during January, a70

peak attributed to the subtropical jet, which is strongest and closest to the equator during winter. In71

fact, as suspected by Schaefer and Hubert (1955), Schumacher and Schultz (2001) also found that72

the occurrence of instability on the equatorward side of jet maxima and within subsynoptic-scale73

ridges occurs relatively frequently. In another study, Sato and Dunkerton (2002), using operational74

radiosondes from 1995–1998, found layered wind structures with a strong meridional component75
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lasting for at least a week in the upper troposphere near and south of Japan. Sato and Dunker-76

ton (2002) argued that these structures were associated with inertial instability, which was present77

for more than 30% of winter in the NCEP reanalysis. The existence of inertial instability at 35078

K (∼ 300 hPa) south of Japan has also been confirmed by Knox and Harvey (2005), who used79

UK Met Office analyses to construct a climatology of inertial instability from 330 K to 2000 K80

during 1991–2004. Evidently, there is a growing body of literature on the climatology of inertial81

instability.82

Yet, there is no global climatology of inertial instability throughout the troposphere. Although83

the climatology of Knox and Harvey (2005) was global in coverage, their primary objective was84

a climatology of stratospheric inertial instability. Schumacher and Schultz’s (2001) climatology85

of the troposphere is restricted to 250 hPa, poleward of 30◦N, and is calculated on a relatively86

coarse grid (381 km at 60◦N). Although Sato and Dunkerton (2002) use a reanalysis with a grid87

spacing of 2.5◦ latitude–longitude, their domain was not global and was also restricted to the88

upper troposphere. As both previous climatologies of tropospheric inertial instability have been89

conducted on limited-area domains, the purpose of this present article is to construct a global90

climatology of tropospheric inertial instability using a contemporary reanalysis.91

In doing so, this article will seek answers to the following questions. First, how sensitive is92

the occurrence of inertial instability to the criterion used? Different criteria have been used in93

the past, but have not been intercompared. Second, what is the global distribution of inertial94

instability? Although Schumacher and Schultz (2001) only show the large-scale variability in the95

Northern Hemisphere extratropics, a contemporary reanalysis, such as ERA-Interim, can represent96

instability on the global scale. Finally, what are the synoptic-scale flow patterns when inertial97

instability occurs? We will show the synoptic-scale flow associated with some of the locations of98

frequent inertial instability around the globe.99
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The rest of this article is then structured as follows. Section 2 derives and discusses common100

criteria for inertial instability. Section 3 describes how the climatology is constructed. Section 4101

presents seasonal occurrence maps of instability, and section 5 illustrates examples from around102

the globe of the large-scale flow associated with instability. Finally, section 6 presents conclusions103

from this article.104

2. Criteria for Inertial Instability105

To construct a climatology, a criterion for instability must be adopted, of which several exist106

in the literature. To motivate the criterion that will be applied in this article, a hierarchy of com-107

mon criteria for inertial stability are derived from the inviscid primitive equations in cylindrical108

coordinates. The derivation presented here is merely one approach to derive a condition for in-109

ertial instability, and different criteria can be constructed depending on the governing equations110

one assumes. For example, derivations for instability criteria can be developed from the isentropic111

zonal-mean equations on a sphere (Knox 1997). Additionally, fluid properties such as Rayleigh112

friction and Newtonian cooling may also be incorporated (Stevens 1983).113

Viscosity can also be incorporated into an instability criterion, albeit with some effort. Explicit114

criteria for inertial instability of viscous fluids usually centers around constraints on the Richardson115

and Prandtl number (see Table 1 of Emanuel (1978) and references therein). Using the traditional116

criterion for instability, Dunkerton (1981) found that when the Prandtl number is equal to unity,117

viscosity provides a weak constraint on instability; the critical shear necessary for instability is118

only proportional to ν1/5. Conversely, a linear stability analysis by Tomas et al. (1999) showed119

that in the boundary layer, shear values much greater than f are necessary for instability when120

viscosity and fluid depth are taken into account. Although considering viscosity can lead to a far121

more accurate assessment of stability, obtaining an explicit criterion becomes increasingly difficult122
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due to the higher order of the equations one needs to solve. Hence, for relative ease of calculation,123

we restrict ourselves to inviscid criteria.124

Furthermore, in the same way that the presence of conditional instability does not guarantee its125

release into deep moist convection, the presence of inertial instability does not guarantee that the126

instability is released. Although the release of inertial instability is well documented in the middle127

atmosphere (Dunkerton 1981; Hitchman et al. 1987; O’Sullivan and Hitchman 1992; Hayashi128

et al. 2002), the release of tropospheric inertial instability has received comparably less attention129

(Schultz and Knox 2007; Schumacher et al. 2010; Rowe and Hitchman 2015). In any case, the130

release of the instability lies outside the scope of this article.131

a. Derivation of Common Instability Criteria132

To evaluate the stability of a generic curved flow to horizontal displacements, stability is de-133

rived for an inviscid, barotropic circular vortex in cylindrical coordinates instead of the traditional134

Cartesian coordinate system. Given that any moderately straight or curved flow may be considered135

as a vortex segment (Charney 1973), the derivation encompasses both circular and straight flows.136

The governing equations are then given by137

du
dt

=
v2

R
+ f v− 1

ρ

∂ p
∂R

,

dv
dt

=−uv
R
− f u− 1

ρR
∂ p
∂φ

,

(1)

where d/dt = ∂/∂ t + u(∂/∂R)+ (v/R)(∂/∂φ)+w(∂/∂ z), u is the radial wind component, v is138

the azimuthal wind component, w is the vertical wind component, R is the distance from the axis139

of rotation, f is the Coriolis parameter, ρ is the density, p is the pressure, and φ is the azimuthal140

coordinate. To simplify these governing equations, no azimuthal acceleration or azimuthal pres-141
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sure variation is assumed. Therefore, (1) can be recast in terms of the absolute angular momentum142

per unit mass, M = Rv+(1/2) f R2, as143

du
dt

=
M2

R3 −
1
ρ

∂ p
∂R

,

where
dM
dt

= 0,

(2)

neglecting terms of order f 2 and noting that v, the azimuthal wind velocity, is equal to the hor-144

izontal wind magnitude, V . Additionally, the constraint imposed on M ensures that air parcels145

materially conserve their absolute angular momentum. Following Markowski and Richardson146

(2010), a stability condition for horizontal displacements is derived by displacing a symmetric147

ring of parcels from a mean state of gradient-wind balance at radius R0, described by148

0 =
M̄2

R3 −
1
ρ

∂ p̄
∂R

, (3)

to a new location at R = R0 +∆R. Although M̄2 may vary with radius and at any given radius the149

corresponding ring of parcels will also obey (3), the displaced ring of parcels are not necessarily150

in balance with the forces at the outer radius and may accelerate. Assuming that the displaced151

parcels do not alter the background pressure field, the net acceleration is given by substituting (3)152

into (2), yielding153

du
dt

=
1

R3 (M
2− M̄2). (4)

The first momentum term in parentheses, M2, represents the angular momentum of the displaced154

parcels at their new radius, R0+∆R. Because the angular momentum is materially conserved, this155

value is the same as at the original radius, R0. Written mathematically, M2(R0 +∆R) = M2(R0) =156
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M2
0 . The second term in parentheses represents the value of the mean angular momentum at the157

new radius and can be expanded as158

M̄2 = M2
0 +

dM̄2

dR
∆R+O(∆R2), (5)

with terms involving ∆R2 neglected for small perturbations. Hence, (4) can be expressed as159

du
dt

=
1

(R0 +∆R)3

[
M2

0 − (M2
0 +

dM̄2

dR
∆R)

]
=− 1[

R0(1+ ∆R
R0
)
]3

dM̄2

dR
∆R

≈− 1
R3

0

dM̄2

dR
∆R.

(6)

Because du/dt is the radial acceleration, a negative value implies a displaced air parcel experi-160

ences a restoring force, whereas a positive value implies a displaced air parcel experiences a force161

resulting in an outward acceleration. Thus, instability is diagnosed when162

1
R3

0

dM̄2

dR
< 0, (7)

in other words, when the square of the absolute angular momentum of the base state decreases163

away from the axis of rotation. Although this criterion assumes a barotropic vortex, Emanuel164

(1978) argued that for baroclinic and hydrostatic flow, displacements could be considered on an165

isentropic surface. Thus, in the baroclinic context, (7) can be written as166

1
R3

0

(
dM̄2

dR

)
θ

< 0. (8)

This criterion, hereafter referred to as the angular momentum criterion, represents the most gen-167

eral criterion in this derivation for isentropic inertial instability of an inhomogeneous, inviscid,168

baroclinic circular vortex, with constant static stability.169
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Equivalently, (8) can be expanded, without approximation, as170 [(
f +

2V
R

)
(ζ + f )

]
θ

< 0, (9)

which has also been derived by Sawyer (1947) and Alaka (1961) for a steady circular vortex in171

gradient-wind balance. For this reason, we call this criterion the gradient criterion. The gradient172

criterion can diagnose instability under two conditions. The first is when ζ + f < 0 and f +2V/R>173

0, and the second is when ζ + f > 0 and f +2V/R < 0. The condition that f +2V/R < 0 is related174

to the concept of the anomalous gradient wind, which results from the natural coordinate version175

of the gradient-wind equation (e.g., Hess 1959, pp. 180–185, Holton and Hakim 2012, pp. 74–81).176

Solutions of this quadratic equation involving the negative square root are termed anomalous, with177

anomalous anticyclonic flows described by f +2V/R < 0, or equivalently V >− f R/2 (Table 3.1178

in Holton and Hakim 2012, p. 76). Physically, anomalous gradient winds (or simply, anomalous179

winds), are characterized by winds speeds at least twice that of the geostrophic wind. They have180

been observed on the anticyclonic-shear side of the subtropical jet stream (Mogil and Holle 1972)181

and in the outflow of some tropical cyclones (Alaka 1961, 1962; Black and Anthes 1971).182

From here, (9) can be recast as a constraint on the Ertel potential vorticity P =−g(ζθ + f )∂θ

∂ p in183

a statically stable atmosphere, due to its dependence on the isentropic absolute vorticity:184

−g
[(

f +
2V
R

)
(ζ + f )

]
θ

∂θ

∂ p
< 0,(

f +
2V
R

)
P < 0.

(10)

Although this criterion has also been derived by Hoskins et al. (1985) for symmetric instability,185

isentropic inertial instability and symmetric instability can be considered equivalent (Blanchard186

et al. 1998; Schultz and Schumacher 1999).187

Then, under the approximation that R→ ∞, criterion (10) reduces to188
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f
(
ζθg + f

)(
−g

∂θ

∂ p

)
< 0,

f P < 0,

(11)

called the PV criterion, where ζθg is the geostrophic relative vorticity on an isentropic surface.189

The PV criterion for instability may be met under three conditions: static instability (an instability190

related to vertical air-parcel displacements), inertial instability (an instability related to horizontal191

air-parcel displacements), or symmetric instability (an instability related to slantwise air-parcel192

displacements when parcels are both statically and inertially stable) (Schultz and Schumacher193

1999). Assuming that parcels are symmetrically stable and statically stable, then inertial instability194

occurs when195

f
(
ζθg + f

)
< 0, (12)

and is referred to as the traditional criterion for inertial instability.196

As a final note, these criteria can also provide a growth rate for the secondary circulation associ-197

ated with the release of inertial instability. This growth rate can be measured through the e-folding198

time, the time taken for unstable displaced air parcels to accelerate by a factor of e. This growth199

rate is given by 1/
√
−I, where I is the parameter appearing before the inequality in each of the200

above criteria. In terms of the e-folding time, I is often either the parameter appearing in the gradi-201

ent criterion (Sawyer 1947) or the parameter appearing in the traditional criterion (Knox 1997). In202

this sense, I is the horizontal analog of the Brunt–Väisälä frequency for static stability, with large203

negative values of I implying rapid accelerations.204
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b. Discussion of Common Instability Criteria205

In the preceding subsection, four common criteria for inertial instability were derived: the an-206

gular momentum criterion, the gradient criterion, the PV criterion, and the traditional criterion.207

These criteria and their applicability for this study are now discussed.208

The angular momentum criterion has been derived by previous authors such as Hess (1959),209

Charney (1973), Emanuel (1978), and Markowski and Richardson (2010). This criterion also de-210

scribes centrifugal instability, whereby air parcels experience an imbalance between the pressure-211

gradient and centrifugal forces (Rayleigh 1917). Inertial instability can then be regarded as the212

geophysical cousin of centrifugal instability, because the Coriolis force, in addition to the pressure-213

gradient and centrifugal forces, is necessary to determine stability.214

One area where inertial instability can depend on all three forces, and where the angular mo-215

mentum criterion has been applied, is in the study of tropical cyclones. For example, Molinari and216

Vollaro (2014) use the angular momentum criterion to assess the inertial stability of a hurricane217

outflow layer, albeit their instability criterion depends on the gradient of M, not M2. However, the218

radial distribution of angular momentum is seldom known and is difficult to apply with gridded219

reanalysis. For this reason, the angular momentum criterion is not explicitly used in the present220

climatology.221

As shown in the derivation ((8) and (9)), the angular momentum criterion can also be expressed,222

without approximation, as the gradient criterion. The gradient criterion may diagnose instability223

when the traditional criterion diagnoses stability and may diagnose stability when the traditional224

criterion diagnoses instability. In addition, the gradient criterion should show no discontinuity at225

the equator, as would be present with the traditional criterion because the sign of f switches across226

the equator. Moreover, the gradient criterion is derived from an assumption that the mean flow227
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is in gradient-wind balance, a balance that incorporates curvature. Therefore, theoretically, the228

gradient criterion ought to provide a better assessment of the inertial stability of anticyclonically229

curved flows. For these reasons, the gradient criterion is adopted as one of the criteria in this study,230

with the complications of calculating R addressed in the next section.231

The PV criterion could also be adopted as another criterion, which has been used frequently in232

the literature to diagnose inertial instability (Stevens and Ciesielski 1986; Ciesielski et al. 1989;233

Sato and Dunkerton 2002; Knox and Harvey 2005; Trier and Sharman 2016). In fact, inertially234

unstable regions diagnosed from the potential vorticity and the traditional criterion (i.e. the abso-235

lute vorticity) can coincide in the upper troposphere (Rowe and Hitchman 2015, 2016). However,236

care must be taken because the PV criterion is the product of inertial stability and static stability.237

Hence, the PV criterion only indicates inertial instability in a symmetrically and statically stable238

atmosphere. For a global climatology of the upper, middle, and lower troposphere, this assumption239

cannot always be justified and so the PV criterion is not used in this climatology.240

The final criterion that could be used is the traditional criterion, which diagnoses instability241

when the absolute vorticity is opposite in sign to the local Coriolis parameter. This criterion is also242

the conventional criterion for inertial instability of a geostrophic flow that appears in many mete-243

orological textbooks (e.g., Bluestein 1993, p. 343; Lin 2007, p. 255; Markowski and Richardson244

2010, p. 50; Holton 2012, p. 151) and is relatively easy to calculate, making it an attractive and245

popular choice for evaluating stability. For these reasons, the traditional criterion is also used to246

evaluate inertial instability in this article. Hence, this article uses two different criteria: the gra-247

dient criterion of ( f +2V/R)(ζ + f )< 0, which will be the primary criterion, and the traditional248

criterion of f (ζ + f )< 0.249
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3. Data and Methods250

A principal aim of this article is to determine the global distribution of inertial instability in the251

upper, middle, and lower troposphere. Even though isentropic surfaces in the upper troposphere252

remain relatively flat with latitude, isentropic surfaces in the middle and lower troposphere slope253

substantially and can intersect the ground at low latitudes. To evaluate instability consistently254

within the upper, middle and lower troposphere, a barotropic approximation is used, whereby the255

isentropes and isobars are assumed to be aligned, and instability is evaluated at 250, 500, and 850256

hPa. As a note of caution, this approximation is reasonable at 250 hPa globally and at 850 hPa in257

the tropics, but is not always valid in baroclinic regions at 500 and 850 hPa.258

Furthermore, as noted in section 2b, the traditional criterion has often been derived for a259

geostrophic base state (e.g., Bluestein 1993, pp. 339–350; Lin 2007, pp. 253–256; Markowski260

and Richardson 2010, pp. 49–53; Holton 2012, pp. 150–151). Whether the geostrophic wind or261

the total wind should be used to determine instability is an open question. Although Ciesielski262

et al. (1989) used the geostrophic wind because of missing and faulty wind data, Shutts (1990)263

used the total wind because the geostrophic wind is noisy at small grid spacings, a point also264

raised by Schultz and Knox (2007). More recent studies have also used the total wind in calculat-265

ing inertial instability (Schumacher et al. 2010, 2015; Siedersleben and Gohm 2016). Additionally,266

the geostrophic wind is not a good approximation near the equator. Hence, we adopt the total wind267

in this study.268

With these approximations, inertial instability is evaluated using the European Centre for269

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011). Stability270

criteria are evaluated on a 0.75◦× 0.75◦ latitude–longitude grid four times daily during 1979–271

2014. Relative vorticity on pressure surfaces from the reanalysis is used to calculate the absolute272
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vorticity in each criterion, and the total horizontal winds on pressure surfaces are used to calculate273

V , the magnitude of the horizontal wind, in the gradient criterion.274

However, calculating the radius of curvature R in the gradient criterion is not necessarily straight-275

forward. Brill (2014) has discussed how the ambiguity in the definition of R results in different276

definitions for the gradient wind, depending on whether R is calculated in a steady flow or a non-277

steady flow, using the total-wind streamline or the geostrophic-wind streamline. Although the278

total-wind streamline curvature (equation (7) in Brill (2014)) was initially adopted in the present279

study, this definition produced noisy fields of the criteria. Therefore, the radius of curvature is280

calculated from the reanalysis wind components according to Alaka (1961) and Black and Anthes281

(1971) as282

1
R
=

1
V 3

[
u
(

u
∂v
∂x

+ v
∂v
∂y

)
− v

(
u

∂u
∂x

+ v
∂u
∂y

)]
, (13)

with u and v derivatives computed using spherical harmonics according to Dawson (2016). Using283

this method for calculating R assumes that the local time derivatives of u and v are negligible284

compared to the advective terms. Although this assumption may be reasonable for the tropical285

troposphere, this assumption is not always valid in the midlatitudes for faster moving ridges and286

instability occurrence is likely to be sensitive to different estimates of R. Therefore, although the287

gradient criterion is a more realistic assessment of the inertial stability of anticyclonically curved288

flows, the assumptions implicit in (13) mean that, in practice, the gradient criterion is not always an289

improvement on the traditional criterion. Nevertheless, we use (13) to achieve a rough assessment290

of inertial instability by the gradient criterion.291

Grid points satisfying the criteria for instability at each 6-h period in the reanalysis are then292

used to construct seasonal percentage occurrence maps. The occurrence maps show how often293
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a grid point was unstable as a percentage of all times during 1979–2014, with high percentages294

indicating high frequencies in the occurrence of instability.295

4. Global Occurrences296

Seasonal occurrence maps of inertial instability evaluated with the gradient criterion at 250 hPa297

are shown in Fig. 1. Instability occurs most frequently in the tropics, particularly in the winter298

hemisphere. During this time, the global distribution is in good agreement with the results of Sato299

and Dunkerton (2002) and Knox and Harvey (2005). For example, instability at 250 hPa near the300

south of Japan occurs for 15–20% of winter in Fig. 1. A similar percentage occurrence is reported301

by Knox and Harvey (2005) for instability at 350-K (c.f their Fig. 8) and a percentage occurrence302

of at least 20% of winter at 345 K, as reported by Sato and Dunkerton (2002) (c.f. their Fig. 15).303

Outside the tropics, occurrences of instability at 250 hPa are less frequent and show a greater304

dependence on longitude and season, with instability particularly frequent over the midlatitude305

ocean basins during Northern Hemisphere winter. During this time, instability in the midlatitudes306

is most frequent over western North America (Fig. 1d). Such local maxima of inertial instability307

at 250 hPa are favored in regions of climatological ridging, likely associated with the response to308

major terrain features on Earth (e.g., Held 1983).309

To demonstrate the difference between the criteria, Fig. 2 shows the percentage occurrence of310

instability at 250 hPa derived with the traditional criterion, which shows a similar latitudinal vari-311

ation. However, outside the tropics, instability is diagnosed less frequently compared with the312

gradient criterion and is almost nonexistent poleward of 60◦N and 60◦S. This latitudinal differ-313

ence between the criteria is reflected in Fig. 3, which shows the occurrence of instability with314

latitude. Instability by the traditional criterion is less frequent outside the tropics in each season,315

but the traditional criterion diagnoses instability considerably more often near the equator.316
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The occurrence of instability in the reanalysis also differs from instability in the operational317

analysis. Fig. 4 shows the percentage occurrence of 250-hPa instability from the ERA-Interim318

(Fig. 4a) vs. instability from ECMWF control forecasts (Fig. 4b). Although there is broad agree-319

ment in the spatial pattern of instability, instability occurs more frequently, and over a broader area,320

in the forecast-based climatology, particularly over the midlatitude ocean basins and the tropical321

western Pacific. Possible reasons for this difference include the inclusion of more data in the322

reanalysis and different model versions or data assimilation procedures between the datasets. In-323

deed, the ECMWF data assimilation procedure may underestimate the occurrence of anticyclonic324

anomalous winds (Krishnamurti et al. 2005), one condition for instability. In any case, comparing325

Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b indicates that the ERA-Interim yields a more conservative estimate of instabil-326

ity occurrence. Accordingly, focus hereafter is given to instability in the ERA-Interim diagnosed327

by the gradient criterion.328

Seasonal occurrence maps of instability at 500 hPa derived from the gradient criterion are shown329

in Fig. 5. As in Fig. 1, the most frequent occurrences appear in the winter hemisphere and decrease330

toward the poles. Notable exceptions are the secondary maxima in the winter hemispheres across331

the western Pacific Oceans (Figs. 5b,d). Instability is also frequent in each season near mountain332

ranges such as the Andes, Himalayas, and Tibetan Plateau.333

As on the previous pressure levels, 850-hPa inertial instability is generally most common near334

the equator and decreases poleward in both hemispheres (Fig. 6). Local maxima of instability335

occurrence are also found near topography, such as over the Alps, Himalayas, Andes, and Mexican336

plateau. These maxima may be due to multiple causes. First, grid points below ground may cause337

interpolation problems. To eliminate areas where 850 hPa is potentially underground, a mask is338

applied to the occurrence maps. The ground is calculated as the average of the 2014 monthly mean339

fields of surface pressure. Grid points in the seasonal occurrence map where surface pressure is340
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less than 850 hPa are then masked and colored in brown. Second, even above the ground, flow341

may be diverted around the topography, resulting in gradients of flow that are inertially unstable342

and producing a few local maxima in Fig. 6. Third, acceleration of wind through gaps and around343

topographic promontories may produce gap winds and tip jets (e.g., Doyle and Shapiro (1999)344

for the southern tip of Greenland) that are inertially unstable. Examples of these occurrences are345

discussed in sections 5c,e.346

Additionally, there are notable occurrences of instability at 850 hPa over the North Indian Ocean347

and the northwest coast of Madagascar during Northern Hemisphere summer (Fig. 6b), and the348

west coast of Central America during Northern Hemisphere fall and winter (Figs. 6c,d). For these349

cases, and other local maxima at 250 and 500 hPa, large-scale environments of instability are350

investigated in the next section.351

5. Synoptic Patterns Associated with Inertial Instability352

In the previous section, a global climatology of inertial instability at three tropospheric levels353

by season was shown (Figs. 1–6). Instability was generally high near the equator and decreased354

toward the poles with many local maxima also found away from the equator. To explore the355

synoptic-scale conditions under which some of these maxima occur, synoptic composites for seven356

notable local maxima are presented in the following subsections.357

For these seven locations, we define a box around the local region of interest (Fig. 7). For358

each of the 6-h times in the climatological period, if 10% of the grid points within each box359

are inertially unstable by the gradient criterion, the grid is included in the composite. Each of360

the seven composites is also overlaid with the local occurrence map from section 4 to illustrate361

the local distribution of instability. When possible, a composite representing the large-scale flow362
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associated with inertial stability is also shown. To be included in this composite, fewer than 1% of363

grid points within each box must be inertially unstable by the gradient criterion.364

a. Cross-Equatorial Flow365

The percentage occurrence maps for 250 hPa show that instability occurs frequently near the366

equator, such as across the tropical North Atlantic Ocean where instability occurs for up to 40% of367

winter (Fig. 1d). To determine the large-scale flow associated with these occurrences, we compos-368

ite horizontal winds and the streamfunction for DJFs between 1979–2014 based on the presence369

of instability across domain A of Fig. 7. For this local maximum, 12 659 out of the 12 996 6-h370

reanalysis times are included in the composite (i.e. 12 659 out of 12 996 reanalysis times are asso-371

ciated with at least 10% of grid points experiencing instability across domain A). The composite372

illustrates that instability is associated with a cross-equatorial flow from Northern South America373

that turns east over the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 8). In contrast, no times were found when374

inertial stability dominates over the domain.375

One might expect instability to be most frequent across the continent where the flow crosses376

the equator, but instead the local maxima is over the ocean, for which we offer the following377

explanation. Given the smallness of f at these latitudes, the degree of anticyclonic curvature over378

the continent suggests f + 2V/R < 0, which, for a flow with negative absolute vorticity in the379

Northern Hemisphere, would be diagnosed as stable by the gradient criterion. However, when the380

flow becomes zonal over the Atlantic, f +2V/R> 0, and, providing the flow maintains its negative381

absolute vorticity, the gradient criterion then diagnoses instability. Thus, we hypothesize that382

instability results from cross-equatorial flow when the absolute vorticity of air parcels becomes383

opposite in sign to the local Coriolis parameter as they cross into the Atlantic Ocean. Indeed,384
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Fortuin et al. (2003) also identified upper-tropospheric inertial instability due to cross-equatorial385

flow over Suriname during the South American monsoon.386

Furthermore, we anticipate that high frequencies of instability adjacent to the equator, as found387

at other longitudes (and pressure levels), are also likely associated with cross-equatorial flow. For388

example, Tomas and Webster (1997) have shown that the zero contour of absolute vorticity at 925389

hPa frequently crosses the equator in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans throughout the year,390

thus satisfying at least the traditional criterion for inertial instability. They also argue that the391

location of this contour is strongly associated with a cross-equatorial pressure gradient, which can392

result in a divergent cross-equatorial flow, particularly across the North Indian Ocean.393

b. Somali Jet394

The North Indian Ocean also experiences frequent inertial instability at 850 hPa in domain B of395

Fig. 7, where instability occurs for up to 60% of Northern Hemisphere summers (Fig. 6b); similar396

regions of lower-tropospheric instability during the Indian monsoon have also been documented397

by Tomas and Webster (1997) and Levy and Patoux (2010). Composite 850-hPa horizontal winds398

for this local maximum consist of 12 865 out of 13 248 of the 6-h reanalysis times for JJAs during399

1979–2014 (no times were found when inertial stability dominates). As in the previous subsection,400

instability is associated with a cross-equatorial flow, in this case, the Somali jet (Krishnamurti et al.401

1976; Krishnamurti and Wong 1979; Boos and Emanuel 2009). Instability occurs most frequently402

off the Horn of Africa on the equatorward side of the jet’s wind maximum, indicating instability403

due to anticyclonic shear.404

In Fig. 9, the wind along a streamline from 60◦E and 10◦S northward and east of Africa and into405

the region of frequent inertial instability turns anticyclonically accelerates from about 5 m s−1 to406

over 15 m −1 (on average). This observation is consistent with that of Mahrt (1972) who found that407
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cross-equatorial flow can produce large cross-isobar advective accelerations in a numerical model.408

Additionally, Rodwell and Hoskins (1995), whose numerical model of the Somali jet showed that409

air parcels entering this region in the lower troposphere experience a short-lived, yet “dramatic”410

acceleration when f P < 0.411

This local maximum also highlights a striking difference between the criteria from the clima-412

tology. As noted above, instability derived with the gradient criterion occurs for up to 60% of413

all summers. In contrast, instability evaluated with the traditional criterion occurs for up to 99%414

of all summers between the equator and approximately 10◦N (Fig. A2b). In addition, the criteria415

differ considerably in diagnosing the spatial extent of instability. An example of this difference is416

illustrated in Fig. 10, which shows instability and its associated e-folding time at 1800 UTC 30417

July 1979, when the traditional criterion diagnosed one of the largest unstable areas during JJA418

1979. Whereas only a few regions of Fig. 10a are unstable by the gradient criterion, a consider-419

ably larger region is unstable by the traditional criterion (Fig. 10b). In terms of the e-folding time,420

which is dependent on the magnitude of instability, both criteria diagnose e-folding times less than421

24 h. Hence, although the criteria diagnose instability of similar magnitude, there can be a large422

difference in the frequency and location of instability.423

c. Tip Jets424

The Indian Ocean region also experiences a local maximum in instability at 850 hPa northwest of425

Madagascar in domain C of Fig. 7, where instability occurs for up to 66% of Northern Hemisphere426

summers (Fig. 6b). Composite 850-hPa horizontal winds for this local maximum comprising427

3832 out of 13 248 (29%) reanalysis times for all JJAs during 1979–2014 show that instability is428

associated with a wind maximum at the northern tip of Madagascar (Fig. 11a). In contrast, this429

wind maximum is absent and the wind shear is weaker in a composite of horizontal winds when430
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inertial stability dominates domain C, as found on 153 out of 13 248 (1%) reanalysis times from431

the same period (Fig. 11b).432

The proximity of this local maximum to Mount Maromokotra (altitude of 2.8 km) suggests433

inertial instability is caused by tip jets. Tip jets are strong low-level jets owing to the acceleration434

of a flow around and/or over topography (Doyle and Shapiro 1999) and have been documented435

to occur at the northern tip of Madagascar associated with the Somali jet (Moore 2013). In fact,436

in a numerical simulation of the Somali jet, Krishnamurti et al. (1976) showed that the wind437

maximum off Madagascar does not exist if the Madagascan mountains are not incorporated. Thus,438

we propose that instability occurs due to anticyclonic shear between the accelerated winds around439

the topography relative to weaker winds on the leeward side.440

d. Gap-Wind Outflow441

During Northern Hemisphere winter, local maxima in instability at 850 hPa are diagnosed across442

the west coast of Central America (Fig. 6d) within domain D of Fig. 7. Instability occurs to the443

west of the Gulf of Tehuantepec, Mexico, for up to 30% of winter, the adjacent Gulfs of Fonseca444

and Papagayo for up to 50% of winter, and coastal northwestern Panana for up to 30% of winter.445

These regions are west of gaps in the mountains of Central America (Fig. 12), where notable gap446

winds have been documented resulting from the passage of anticyclones that move equatorward447

along the eastern slopes of the Sierra Madre (Stumpf 1975; Clarke 1988; Schultz et al. 1997,448

1998). As a result, the pressure gradient across Central America can induce low-level jets through449

the mountain gaps, known as gap winds, which can reach 60 m s−1 as far as 3 km offshore in the450

exit region (Hurd 1929). Although the jet is initially straight in the exit region of the gap, over451

a few hours the Coriolis force will turn the jet to the right, producing an anticyclonic-turning jet452
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(Steenburgh et al. 1998). Thus, the potential for strong anticyclonic shear and curvature of gap453

winds suggests they may be associated with inertial instability.454

To investigate this hypothesis, a synoptic composite of 850-hPa horizontal winds and mean sea455

level pressure is constructed for all DJFs during 1979–2014, consisting of 8386 out of 12 996456

(65%) reanalysis times. Anticyclonically curved winds are evident near the Gulfs of Tehuantepec,457

with a low-level jet at the mouth of the Gulfs of Fonseca and Papagayo (Fig. 13). In addition,458

days when instability is present are associated with a pressure gradient across Central America, a459

prerequisite for gap winds. Although not enough times were found to construct a composite based460

on an environment of inertial stability, horizontal winds and mean sea-level pressure were com-461

posited for JJA (not shown). The JJA composite showed weaker winds west of Central America462

that were associated with a weaker cross-continental pressure-gradient, conditions not indicative463

of enhanced gap winds.464

One should also bear in mind that each composite results from the averaging of gap wind events465

at various stages in their evolution, complicating the interpretation somewhat. Whether such oc-466

currences of inertial instability are predominantly caused by anticyclonic shear or anticyclonic467

curvature cannot be determined without consideration of individual events. Nonetheless, the com-468

posite indicates that instability at 850 hPa across Central America during winter is consistent with469

gap-wind outflow.470

e. Western Pacific Subtropical High471

Instability at 500 hPa shows a local maximum in the western Pacific Ocean (domain E of Fig. 7),472

where instability occurs for up to 20% of Northern Hemisphere winters (Fig. 5d). Instability in473

this region is associated with the western Pacific subtropical high (Fig. 1.72a in Bluestein 1993,474

pp. 86), as evidenced from a composite of the horizontal winds and the streamfunction based on475
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6010 out of 12 996 (46%) reanalysis times for all DJFs during 1979–2014 (Fig. 14a). Instability476

occurs in a region flanked by the anticyclonic shear-side of the westerly polar jet to the north and477

an easterly subtropical jet to the south. Instability is then expected due to the anticyclonic shear of478

both jets, as well as from anticyclonic curvature when the circulation is closed again, as seen in the479

streamlines when the shear is weaker further to the west and east. In contrast, a composite of the480

streamfunction and horizontal winds comprising 113 out of 12 996 (0.1%) reanalysis times based481

on when domain E is mostly inertially stable are characterized by weaker jets and corresponding482

weaker gradients in the streamfunction (Fig. 14b).483

Furthermore, this local maximum is also present in the traditional criterion climatology, albeit484

somewhat less prominently, when instability can only occur when f (ζ + f )< 0. However, in the485

gradient criterion climatology, instability can also occur when f + 2V/R < 0, and so inertial in-486

stability is also associated with anomalous gradient winds across this region. Anomalous gradient487

winds in this region have also been documented by Krishnamurti et al. (2005), albeit at 200 hPa.488

They described how the ECMWF initialization process was responsible for degrading these winds489

during negative phases of the Pacific–North American teleconnection pattern (PNA). They also490

found that a better representation of the anomalous winds improved forecast skill at 500 hPa, as491

measured by the standard anomaly correlation index. Given that anomalous anticyclonic winds492

are one necessary condition for inertial instability, the results of Krishnamurti et al. (2005) suggest493

a better representation of inertial instability in the initialization process may also improve forecast494

skill.495

f. Ridging over Western North America496

Instability at 250 hPa is present for up to 12% of all winters over western North America497

(Fig. 1d). To determine the large-scale flow associated with these occurrences, a synoptic cli-498
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matology is constructed of the 250-hPa geopotential height and horizontal winds associated with499

occurrences of inertial instability within domain F. The composite, composed of 4914 out of500

12 996 (38%) height and wind fields during all winters, illustrates that instability is associated501

with an upper-level ridge (Fig. 15a), as might be expected given 500-hPa ridging is a climatologi-502

cal feature of the United States Pacific Northwest (e.g., Bluestein 1993, pp. 87). In contrast, days503

when domain F is predominantly stable are associated with near-zonal flow based on a composite504

containing 3299 out of 12 996 available height and wind fields (25%) (Fig. 15b).505

To illustrate one such occurrence of inertial instability associated with a particularly high-506

amplitude ridge and to compare the stability criteria further, Fig. 16 shows the e-folding time507

associated with instability at 1200 UTC 14 December 1980. This date was chosen because it508

accounted for one of the highest values of geopotential height for the domain from the climatol-509

ogy (1080 dam) coupled with a high degree of anticyclonic curvature. Instability is more preva-510

lent when derived with the gradient criterion and appears along the main ridge axis, highlighting511

the disparity that can occur between the criteria in regions of strong anticyclonic curvature (cf.512

Figs. 16a,b). The gradient criterion also diagnoses a synoptic-scale region of instability along the513

ridge axis, with e-folding times less than 12 h, implying that secondary circulations associated514

with the release of instability may develop quickly.515

g. North Atlantic Jet-Exit Region516

Another midlatitude local maximum in the occurrence of instability is across domain G at 250517

hPa over the North Atlantic Ocean where instability occurs for up to 9% of all winters (Fig. 1d).518

The synoptic composite of 250-hPa geopotential height and horizontal winds for this local max-519

ima is comprised of 3525 out of 12 996 reanalysis times (27%). The composite illustrates that520

instability results from anticyclonic shear and curvature on the equatorward side of the diffluent521
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jet-exit region of the North Atlantic storm track (Fig. 17a). Although days when inertial stability522

dominates are also associated with an upper-level jet, the anticyclonic shear is less pronounced523

and anticyclonic curvature is virtually absent across the domain, based on a composite of 1617 out524

of 12 996 (12%) fields from the reanalysis (Fig. 17b).525

Inertial instability associated with the North Atlantic jet can also occur on the synoptic scale and526

be relatively long lived. One notable occurrence is illustrated in Fig. 18, which shows regions of527

instability derived with the gradient criterion at 250 hPa between 1800 UTC 30 January 2014 and528

0600 UTC 31 January 2014. These dates were chosen because they captured one of the largest529

unstable areas in the North Atlantic from 2014. Over this 12-h period, synoptic-scale regions of530

instability existed, with an unstable region approximately 3500 km long at 0600 UTC 31 January531

2014 on the anticyclonic-shear side of a jet streak, where wind speeds exceed 80 m s−1 (Fig. 18c).532

At the same time, another synoptic-scale unstable region covers the majority of the British Isles533

in a ridge at the jet-exit region. Associated with these regions are e-folding times as small as534

3 h. Additionally, the synoptic-scale unstable region within the ridge is not diagnosed by the535

traditional criterion, but it does diagnose the synoptic-scale unstable region on the equatorward536

side of the jet in the mid-Atlantic (not shown). Thus, in contrast with statements in contemporary537

textbooks (e.g., Lin 2007, p. 256; Holton and Hakim 2012, p. 151) these snapshots demonstrate538

that long-lived synoptic-scale regions of inertial instability do occur in the midlatitudes.539

6. Conclusions540

The ERA-Interim reanalysis has been used to construct a climatology of tropospheric inertial541

instability during 1979–2014 using two criteria. The first criterion is the traditional criterion of542

f (ζ + f ) < 0, and the second criterion is the gradient criterion of ( f + 2V/R)(ζ + f ) < 0. Both543

criteria are evaluated on isobaric surfaces and so strictly apply to barotropic regions where isobaric544
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and isentropic surfaces are parallel. For each criterion, instability occurs most frequently in the545

tropics and decreases in frequency toward the poles. However, the occurrence of instability outside546

the tropics is sensitive to the criterion used, with the gradient criterion diagnosing instability more547

frequently.548

In addition, the global distribution of instability shows numerous local maxima with season,549

seven of which are examined in further detail. To illustrate the large-scale flow associated with550

these local maxima and to further compare the criteria, composites of the large-scale flow have551

been constructed, and accordingly the following flow patterns are identified.552

• Instability at 250 hPa occurs for up 40% of Northern Hemisphere winters over the tropical553

North Atlantic Ocean associated with cross-equatorial flow.554

• Instability at 850 hPa occurs for up to 60% of Northern Hemisphere summers in the North555

Indian Ocean off the Somali coast associated with anticyclonic shear in the Somali jet.556

• Composite 850-hPa horizontal winds highlight tip jets near northern Madagascar during557

Northern Hemisphere summer when the Somali jet impinges on the local topography. In-558

stability on the anticyclonic-shear side of these jets occurs for up to 66% of all JJAs during559

1979–2014.560

• In the Northern Hemisphere, local maxima in instability are diagnosed to the west of the Gulf561

of Tehuantepec, Mexico, and coastal northwestern Panama for up to 30% of winter, and to the562

west of the Gulfs of Fonseca and Papagayo for up to 50% of winter associated with gap-wind563

outflow.564

• Instability at 500 hPa is present in the western Pacific Ocean for up to 20% of all North-565

ern Hemisphere winters associated with sharp anticyclonic curvature in the western Pacific566

subtropical high.567
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• Instability occurs at 250 hPa for up to 12% of Northern Hemisphere winters over western568

North America associated with upper-level ridging.569

• Instability occurs at 250 hPa for up to 9% of Northern Hemisphere winters in the North570

Atlantic Ocean whereby instability results from anticyclonic shear and curvature associated571

with the jet-exit region.572

Furthermore, synoptic-scale regions of inertial instability exist within ridges and anticyclonic-573

shear zones of the polar jet. These large-scale unstable regions can persist for at least 12 h, with e-574

folding times of just a few hours, indicating the potential for the quick release of inertial instability575

near jet streams. Although these timescales are typical of mesoscale processes, these findings force576

us to reconsider the existence and longevity of large-scale tropospheric inertial instability in the577

midlatitudes.578
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APPENDIX583

Seasonal Percentage Occurrence Maps for 500 hPa and 850 hPa (Traditional Criterion)584

Figure A1 shows the percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 500 hPa within the ECMWF-585

ERA Interim reanalysis derived with the traditional criterion during 1979–2014. Figure A2 shows586

the percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 850 hPa within the ECMWF-ERA Interim re-587

analysis derived with the same criterion and for the same period.588
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Figure 1. Percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 250 hPa during 1979–2014 for (a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c)

SON, and (d) DJF in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Instability is diagnosed at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC

when grid points satisfy the gradient criterion of ( f +2V/R)(ζ + f )< 0.
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Figure 2. Percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 250 hPa during 1979–2014 for (a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c)

SON, and (d) DJF in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Instability is diagnosed at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC

when grid points satisfy the traditional criterion of f (ζ + f ) < 0. Regions where the percentage occurrence of

instability is less than 0.1% are colored gray.
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Figure 3. Total seasonal occurrences of 250-hPa inertial instability vs. latitude during 1979–2014 for each

criterion. Instability poleward of 80◦N and 80◦S is not included due to noise near the poles.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 250 hPa for DJFs during 2006/07–2013/14 in the

ERA-Interim reanalysis (a) vs. ECMWF control forecasts from the TIGGE dataset (b). Instability is diagnosed

at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC when grid points satisfy the gradient criterion of ( f + 2V/R)(ζ + f ) < 0.

Regions where the percentage occurrence of instability is less than 0.1% are colored gray.
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Figure 5. Percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 500 hPa during 1979–2014 for (a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c)

SON, and (d) DJF in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Instability is diagnosed at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC

when grid points satisfy the traditional criterion of f (ζ + f ) < 0. Regions where the percentage occurrence of

instability is less than 0.1% are colored gray.
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Figure 6. Percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 850 hPa during 1979–2014 for (a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c)

SON, and (d) DJF in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Instability is diagnosed at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC

when grid points satisfy the gradient criterion of ( f +2V/R)(ζ + f )< 0. Regions where the percentage occur-

rence of instability is less than 0.1% are colored gray. Regions where the 850-hPa pressure level is potentially

underground are colored dark orange.
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Figure 7. Domains of local maxima in inertial instability from the seasonal percentage occurrence maps in

Figs. 1–5. Synoptic composites of the large-scale flow are constructed based on when instability is present across

these domains.
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Figure 8. Composite 250-hPa horizontal winds (colored arrows shaded according to the vertical colorbar)

and streamfunction (contours with a spacing of 4× 106 m2 s−1) for times when domain A of Fig. 6 (white

box) is at least 10% unstable by the gradient criterion. The composite spans all DJFs during 1979–2014. Solid

shadings (colored by the horizontal colorbar) represent the percentage occurrence map of inertial instability by

the gradient criterion for DJFs during 1979–2014.
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Figure 9. Composite 850-hPa horizontal winds (colored arrows shaded according to the vertical colorbar)

and streamfunction (contours with a spacing of 2× 106 m2 s−1) for times when domain B of Fig. 6 (white

box) is at least 10% unstable by the gradient criterion. The composite spans all JJAs during 1979–2014. Solid

shadings (colored by the horizontal colorbar) represent the percentage occurrence map of inertial instability by

the gradient criterion for JJAs during 1979–2014. A land-sea mask is applied to the percentage occurrence map

to highlight the local maximum in instability.
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Figure 10. The e-folding time associated with regions of inertial instability at 850 hPa at 1800 UTC 30 July

1979 diagnosed with the gradient criterion in (a) and the traditional criterion in (b). The e-folding time is given

by 1/
√

I, where I = ( f + 2V/R)(ζ + f ) in (a) and I = f (ζ + f ) in (b). Streamfunction contours are colored

black with a spacing of 2× 106 m2 s−1. To better resolve these fields on a regional domain, the 0.25◦× 0.25◦

latitude–longitude reanalysis is used.
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Figure 11. Composite 850-hPa horizontal winds (colored arrows shaded according to the vertical colorbar)

when domain C of Fig. 6 (white box) is at least 10% inertially unstable (a) vs. composite 850-hPa horizontal

winds when domain C is at most 1% unstable (b). Each composite spans all JJAs during 1979–2014. Solid

shadings in (a) (colored by the horizontal colorbar) represent the percentage occurrence map of inertial instability

by the gradient criterion for JJAs during 1979–2014. A land-sea mask is applied to the percentage occurrence

map to highlight the local maxima in instability.
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Figure 12. Geographical locations referred to in section 5d and the topography of Central America as illus-

trated by the surface geopotential height of the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis on a 0.125◦×0.125◦ latitude–

longitude grid. Gap winds discussed in section 5d have been noted across the Chivela Pass, Lake Nicaragua, and

the Isthmus of Panama corresponding to gaps in the topography.
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Figure 13. Composite 850-hPa horizontal winds (colored arrows shaded according to the vertical colorbar)

and mean sea-level pressure (contours with a spacing 2 hPa) for times when domain D of Fig. 6 (white box)

is at least 10% unstable by the gradient criterion. The composite spans all DJFs during 1979–2014. Solid

shadings (colored by the horizontal colorbar) represent the percentage occurrence map of inertial instability by

the gradient criterion for DJFs during 1979–2014. A land-sea mask is applied to the percentage occurrence map

to highlight the local maxima in instability.
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Figure 14. Composite 500-hPa horizontal winds (colored arrows shaded according to the vertical colorbar)

and streamfunction (contours with a spacing of 4×106 m2 s−1) when domain E of Fig. 6 (white box) is at least

10% inertially unstable (a) vs. composite 850-hPa horizontal winds and streamfunction when domain E is at

most 1% unstable (b). Each composite spans all DJFs during 1979–2014. Solid shadings in (a) (colored by the

horizontal colorbar) represent the percentage occurrence map of inertial instability by the gradient criterion for

DJFs during 1979–2014.
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Figure 15. Composite 250-hPa horizontal winds (colored arrows shaded according to the vertical colorbar)

and geopotential height (contours with a spacing of 100 dam) when domain F of Fig. 6 (white box) is at least

10% inertially unstable (a) vs. composite 250-hPa horizontal winds and geopotential height when domain F is

at most 1% unstable (b). Each composite spans all DJFs during 1979–2014. Solid shadings in (a) (colored by

the horizontal colorbar) represent the percentage occurrence map of inertial instability by the gradient criterion

for DJFs during 1979–2014.
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Figure 16. Geopotential height, horizontal winds and the e-folding time associated with regions of inertial

instability at 250 hPa at 1200 UTC 14 December 1980 diagnosed with the gradient criterion in (a) and the

traditional criterion in (b). The e-folding time is given by 1/
√

I, where I = ( f + 2V/R)(ζ + f ) in (a) and

I = f (ζ + f ) in (b). Geopotential height contours are colored black with a spacing of 100 dam. To better resolve

these fields on a regional domain, the 0.25◦×0.25◦ latitude–longitude reanalysis is used.
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Figure 17. Composite 250-hPa horizontal winds (colored arrows shaded according to the vertical colorbar)

and geopotential height (contours with a spacing of 100 dam) when domain G of Fig. 6 (white box) is at least

10% inertially unstable (a) vs. composite 250-hPa horizontal winds and geopotential height when domain G is

at most 1% unstable (b). Each composite spans all DJFs during 1979–2014. Solid shadings in (a) (colored by

the horizontal colorbar) represent the percentage occurrence map of inertial instability by the gradient criterion

for DJFs during 1979–2014.
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Figure 18. Geopotential height, horizontal winds and the e-folding time associated with regions of inertial

instability at 250 hPa at (a) 1800 UTC 30 January 2014, (b) 0000 UTC 31 January 2014, and (c) 0600 UTC

31 January 2014. The e-folding time is given by 1/
√

I, where I = ( f + 2V/R)(ζ + f ). Geopotential height

contours are colored black with a spacing of 100 dam. To better resolve these fields on a regional domain, the

0.25◦×0.25◦ latitude–longitude reanalysis is used.
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Fig. A1. Percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 500 hPa during 1979–2014 for (a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c)

SON, and (d) DJF in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Instability is diagnosed at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC

when grid points satisfy the traditional criterion of f (ζ + f ) < 0. Regions where the percentage occurrence of

instability is less than 0.1% are colored gray.
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Fig. A2. Percentage occurrence of inertial instability at 850 hPa during 1979–2014 for (a) MAM, (b) JJA,

(c) SON, and (d) DJF in the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Instability is diagnosed at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800

UTC when grid points satisfy the traditional criterion of f (ζ + f ) < 0. Regions where the percentage occur-

rence of instability is less than 0.1% are colored gray. Regions where the 850-hPa pressure level is potentially

underground are colored dark orange.
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